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kills. Of the self-sacrificing love which, in Little
Eyo/f, had held out the promise of redemption,
Borkman has none ; his life goes down In unrelieved
tragedy, and over his dead body the two women join
hands—two shadows, whom his coldness has
destroyed. John Gabriel Borkman', like Brand, is a
tragedy of lovelessness. And to kill the love-life
in a human soul is the greatest of all crimes ; the sin
against the Holy Ghost, for which there can be no
forgiveness.
In 1898, Ibsen's seventieth birthday was celebrated.
The lonely and moody poet, who had never been good
friends with the world, would have liked to avoid
all the fuss attendant upon such an occasion. This
was not possible; so he put the best face he could
upon it, accepted mutely the congratulations that were
showered upon him from all sides. In his heart of
hearts, he was in no mood for such things; he
regarded them all with a grim resignation, mingled
with irony. Once more he girded himself to his
work; and in 1899 appeared his last drama, his
epilogue, When *We Dead Awaken.
The tragedy of almost all Ibsen's heroes is their
failure to achieve their calling : the life-task which
they believe a Higher Power has laid upon their
shoulders. But while, in Emperor and Galilean., he
still believed that apparent failure to achieve this
end might signify the realization of it in the eyes
of an all-wise Providence, even that consolation
would now seem to have deserted the eternal doubter.
Of the dramas of the past, the one with which When
We Dead Awaken is most likely to suggest a comparison
is The Master-builder i there we have an architect,
an artist, who has, in a certain sense, succeeded in his
calling, but whose success is crowned by a tragic
catastrophe. The sculptor Arnold Rubek also wins
fame, but he pays the penalty in disillusionment and
spiritual discord ; he, too, goes down in tragedy.
Both dramas are tragedies of the ultimate failure of

